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MISSOULA, MONTANA, APRIL, 1900
Owing to the delay in the appearance of several issues
of “The Ivaimin,” it will be impossible for us to publish a
separate May issue. But the Commencement number will
appear the last of the month, and the May number proper
will be embodied in it. In other words the Commencement
number will be twice the usual size. It is the intention of
the editors to present to the students and other patrons of
“The Kaimin,” the most elaborate issue that has yet been
attempted in the history of the paper. The last number for
the year will contain a number of illustrations interspersed
through the 20 pages of reading matter, whose principal
subjects will be the several departments of the University
and the class of ’00. We also expect to have some contri
butions from former students and the alumni. In fact we
mean to have a grand finale, and to end the year with an
issue of which we will all be proud.
*

-

* *

*

*

*

The April number is late again, and all because the con
tributions were behind time. We hope next year’s board of
editors will succeed in impressing upon the students the
necessity of having their contributions in on time. We have
tried to do so, but our efforts have met with scant success.
The literary editors procure promises of articles to be hand
ed in by a certain time. We make our plans for the pub
lication of the issue on the supposition that all material will
be on hand by the specified time. The time arrives, no ma
terial. “The Kaimin” must wait. Then the advertiser*
murmur, and from the students come complaints that the
paper is late, and the editors clap their hands over their
ears and rush away frantically. If we were overburdened
by material it would be different, but when we depend
upon a certain amount each time and it fails to appear, we
are sorry, but helpless. Maybe you think it is fun for us,
but it isn’t.
* * * * *
Here are some suggestions as to the preparation of man
uscript, and if they do not bear fruit this year, they may
next:—
Never roll your manuscript. Fold it twice, crosswise of
the paper. Do not write on both sides of the paper, or
you will gain the printer’s everlasting condemnation.
Number the pages.

Write the number of words in an upper comer. This
will save the editor-in-chief many gray hairs and sleepless
nights.
Always sign your name. If you don’t want it to appear,
say so in parenthesis. The editor has to know who every
contributor is. Be careful of your construction and spell
ing. You left the Grammar school some time since.
Do not have your manuscript smeared over with eras
ures and crossings out.
Write in ink.
Do not write anything unless you have something to
write about.
* * * * *
We are going to cease writing editorials on the South
African war, and we suppose our readers are glad to learn
it. We are sure that if the contending forces in the Trans
vaal realized the awkward position in which they place
us every month, they would regulate the results of their
battles to conform with our editorials. But since the dist
ance is so great that the Kaimin doesn’t reach Africa until
some time after the events recorded in the editorials, it is
impossible for either President Kruger or Lord Roberts to
help us any. As sure as we record an English victory, the
English are defeated before the paper appears. If we com
ment on the defeat of the Boers, we learn that they have
killed a thousand or two English. What are we to do?
Speak now, then forever hold our peace.
*
* * * * *
Admiral Dewey has announced himself a candidate for
the Presidency. For a while he refused to state his
politics, but. after consulting his wife, he decided that he is
a Democrat, and so announced himself. The Admiral has,
however, turned a deaf ear to the majority of reporters
who swarm about him like hungry flies, and with a timid
glance in his wife’s direction, stammers, “Mrs. Dewey will
talk,” and Mrs. Dewey proceeds to talk. In the meantime
Mr. Bryan looks about him in a bewildered way, and gasps
“Where am I at?” Mr. McKinley says reproachfully,
“Why, Georgie, I wouldn’t have believed it of you,” and
Uncle Sam ejaculates, “By Gum! Dewey is only human
after all.
We wonder which requires the greatest heroism,—to
face the guns of a Spanish squadron, or the condemnation
of a disappointed people.
* * * * *
The unseating of Senator Quay, although the vote was
as close as it could possibly be and be carried, is a pretty
strong indication that Mr. Clark will be given the same
medicine. The report of the investigating committee prac
tically assures it also. However, the Senate may not act
upon iUat all this session. The result is awaited with
much interest, not only in Montana, but all over the United
States. It is not a particular case, or a question of politics,
but a moral principle, and one which affects the whole
union.
* * * * *
Apropos of Admiral Dewey’s remark that the duties of
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a president are easy, the Indianapolis Press has the follow
ing: ‘‘Dewey’s idea about the ease of being President” said
the eornled philosopher “kinder reminds me of the old
story of the young feller that was asked if he could play
the fiddle. He answered that he didn’t know, because he
had never tried.”

poetry, and plenty of it, ought to be produced. Perhaps
the very grandeur and magnitude of the obvious themes
discourage the candidate’s imagination, and Avill continue to
do so until some Daniel Webster of poetry consecrates him
self to the enterprise.
About the same time that the poetic spirit of America
AAras aAvakened, a number of men of genius tried to insti
tute a system of social and religious reforms. Several
PROGRESS OF AMERICAN LITERATURE.
organizations
AArere formed and it Avas very natural that
ITERATURE in the higher sense is a criticism of
Avritings
presenting
the different opinions concerning tin.*
life. It is, as one of the finer arts, less than a century
subjects
should
be
put
before the public.
old with Americans. For the colonial days of
For
more
than
thirty
years America listened to these
America were days of action, not of thought about action. I
theorists
and
philosophers,
Avhen Nathaniel Hawthorne in
The meii who crossed the ocean in quest of religious
troduced
his
writings
A
vhicli
he called romances, but he
and civil freedom, came not to write but to act. Two sub*
gave
the
term
romance
a
different
meaning than ever any
jects occupied their minds,—the fear of God, and the con
one
else
gave
it.
By
many
critics
it is believed his
duct of the colony. Their writings either told the plain
romances
will
live
as
long
as
Shakespeare’s
plays haAx*
story.of their life, or discussed religion, or mingled the
lived.
two. They took up the pen only in the intervals of grasp
Then after the presentation of these different styles of
ing the Bible, the sword or the plough handle. As litera
writing,
American literature aauis at a standstill until a
ture, their productions are, in almost all instances, destitute
breath
of
freshness was sent into the atmosphere by a class
of value. They are tedious, lifeless and repulsive. Yet if
of
writers
avIio became known as the innovators. Their in
we have imagination and human sympathy enough, we
fluence
AAra s not felt immediately but in a few years was
may detect in this protoplasmic mass the germs of quali
ties, which in their perfect development, made the genius felt on all classes of writers.
At the present time, through the influence of all these
of such men as Webster, Emerson and Hawthorne.
different
classes of writings and the privileges granted
The first American "writings are not only not literature;
by
the
international
copyright laAA7, the supply of writers is
they are not even written by Americans. American
constantly
augmenting—
though of persons who ought to
literature, then, begins with books written about
America by foreigners. Captain John Smith wrote l.^rra- AATite the number is uoav, as it ever has been and probably
tives of early colonial life and later, the Maths's’ wrote always will be, very small.
Let the present generation try to reach the highest
upon religious subjects and introduced ideas which cul
|
standard.
Perfection can never be reached; but we can alminated in the Salem "witchcraft troubles.
A
vays
climb
toAvard it. Literatures and manuals of litera
By the national transfiguration wrought by the revolu
ture,
come
and
go, but all are of no avail unless the human
tion, our colonial period seems more remote from us than
mind,
D
iA
r
inely
endoAved, a7indicates its birthright by aim
it really is. It is a measure of the greatness of Benjamin
ing
at
a
loftier
and
broader culture than the world has yet
Franklin that he bridges the gulf between the colonies of
known.
the eighteenth century and the United States of the nine
E. M. W.
teenth. He wrote much that has in it that touch of modem
ness that is one of the surest literary tests. Yet his aim I
AN .IDYL OF SPRING.
was merely practical or didactic.
The Revolutionary era is rich in speeches, protocols, |
COLLEGE boy on a springtime day
and declarations, often elevated in sentiment, and massive
Raked the campus sweet with hay.
in thought, but dyed in the passionate hues of patriotism
and partisanship and necessarily lacking the repose and Beneath his old hat glOAved the AA^ealth
balance that belong to pure literature.
Of s im p le b e a u ty a n d r u s tic health.
When the Avar ceased and the country had a chance to
breathe freely, literature came to be cultivated for its own Whistling he wrought and his merry joy
true value. A new era in the deA’elopment of men com Was echoed afar by many a boy.
menced, and Irving and Poe were its greatest prophets.
FolloAving this renaissance came an era—that of Clay. And Avhen he glanced to the far off town
Webster and Calhoun—when politics once more assumed a Upon which the high mountains looked down.
prominent place in the public eye and all literature became
tainted Avith slavery.
The sweet sound died and a vague unrest
The birth of American poetry was long delayed. No And a nameless longing filled his breast.
satisfactory explanation has been giA’en to this problem
for we know that poetry has appeared indifferently in al A wish that, hardly dare be told
most every environment conceivable.Yet the first poem, For something bitter, for something cold.
rightly so called, to appear on these shores Avas A
A
rritten by
a youth of eighteen and Avas knoAvn by the someAvhat re- A Co-ed. came slowly across the dike
pellant title of “Thanatopsis.” Even at the present day we Pedaling along on her Crescent bike.
have produced no large-body of poetry of the highest class.
We have had two or three popular poets and several popular She stopped quickly in the shade
poems and yet Ave feel that in this land, if anyAVhere, great Of the little haycock he had just made,
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And asked a draught from the ditch that flowed
Through the campus, across the road.
He stooped where, the hydrant bubbled up,
And filled for her a small tin cup.
Lie blushed as lie gave it. looking down
On his feet so big. and his hands so brown.
“Thanks” said the Co-ed. “a wetter draught
From a rustic cup was never quaffed.
She spoke of the grass, the weeds, and the trees,
The nice board walk, and the canyon breeze,
Then talked of the ploughing and wondered whether
Thirteen fountains on the campus would bring foul
weather.
And the student forgot his workday clothes,
And straightway began to bend and pose,
And listened, while a look so sly.
Shone from his large and pale blue eye.
At last like one, who fain would stay,
She mounted her bike and rode away.
The college boy looked and sighed “ah me!
That 1 by her side might only be.”
“She could hike me to town so nice and fast
And there I would buy me a schooner full mast.”
The Co-ed. looked back as she crossed the flat
And caught a glimpse of the student's hat.
“Ah me;” she sighed “if he were but here
I’d have him rush me a pail of beer.”
Alas for the maid! Alas for the man!
For the thirsty throat and the empty can!
We pity them both, and cry. alas!
For the golden opportunity each let pass.
For of all sad words of tongue or pen
The saddest are these “It might have been.”
C. H. C.
THE RELATION OF THE OLOGIES TO THEOLOGY.
STRONOMRRS have forced their way far into flic
infinity of nature, and in the wastes of ether have
sought for the central star, around which the uni
verse in timeless motion swings. Chemists, have made
their own, a region of nature where molecules and atoms
vibrate in tireless unison, and there have sought for the
mainspring of chemical phenomena. Biologists persistently
interrogate the teeming worlds their microscopes reveal for
the principle which lies at the root of their activity. Geol
ogists and Physicists, Psychologists and criminologists all
seek for a hidden something which lurks, half revealed at
the fountain head of their science.

■

o

Thus has every science a cloudy barrier, beyond which
research degenerates into speculation and reason into fancy,
beyond whose vague threshold the vast realms of the unprovable stretch into infinity.
But these many indeterminate problems of the several
sciences may be reduced to one irreducible expression,
which is referable to the domain of cosmic astronomy;
since chemical, physical and organic phenomena all de
pend upon the initiative cause which brought law out of
the wilds of preexisting chaos.
In the beginning every atom must possess, or be in
vested, with distinct and peculiar properties, and be adapt
ed to the parts it is to play in the modeling of worlds; every
atom must be a member of some one, of many diversified
groups whose scale of relation displays the strongest tend
ency to formulate those compounds most essential to the
skein of life. For every atom provision must be made,
that the paths it is henceforth to follow* shall all lead to
the perfection of a completed cycle of worlds. All these
conditions of harmonious action must spring from the
basic undiscovered cause; and from its mystery the prin
ciples of life must spring, whose teeming energies are to
crown the circling planets.
If we believe that these effects have issued from that
primal cause; we must accept as rational the theorem;
that an intelligence preceded law in the universe, and
that matter with its attendant unorganized forces conse
quently existed prior to any harmonious action between
separate ultimates of matter. For physical laws, signify
forces exerted along definite paths with definite intensities,
modifying each other in an invariable ratio; thus evidenc
ing the presence of a predestinating cause in their total
I effects; it is evident also that the raw material of this uni
versal harmony must necessarily be coexistant with the
cause which fashioned these laws.
These considerations lead to the inference, that this
designing cause was in its elemental stage a peculiar ex
pression of the eternal relations between matter and enI orgy; we may with reverence opine that among the
elementals of chaos, quivering in its immensity, was the
sum of all consciousness, the* embryo of all intelligence.
As the ceaseless, aimless motion ebbed and flowed on
the sands of infinity, the primal intelligence grew in power
by means of the selective properties of consciousness, which
by its self knowledge was led to control them; matter thus
was coaxed to yield its secrets and a mastery over it was
gained bv a realization of the effects of the ever clianging forces on the expressions of matter.
Through untold eternities tumult reigned supreme in
space, madness personified roamed at will over limit’ess
deserts of vibrant matter: wild disorder, the anarchy of all
things
extended to unknowable ends; attraction and repelI
lant forces acted and reacted in erratic sequence, titian
forces blindly struggling against each other. Through in
definite aeons the ineffective strife went on, and at the end
all things were, as at the first.
In this wild war of space the Primal cause of law.
wove a subtle net of power and slowly out of chaos
wrought a place of order. Eternities fled as the mighty
work went on; and ns they passed away the untamed pow
ers of the ether were subdued and their energies turned into
definite channels. Succeeding aeons passed into nothing
ness, and the close of each aeon saw the eternal power
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more concentrated, until at last all matter with all its
attributes was plastic to the mind of the first cause, and
the great arm reached into the uttermost ends of all things.
Creation was begun, gigantic currents of atoms began
to move in definite paths, these mighty streams converged
and soon the vaults of heaven lit up with the titanic confla
gration which gave birth to the constellations of the skies.
Meanwhile new born energies circulated and pulsated in
the incandescent cloud; new atomic unions gave new
aspects to the embryo worlds; weird formations of the
clustering'' atoms shadowed forth the, deliberating power!
As ages passed the shapeless cloud divided into im
mense globes of molten fury which swept rythmically over
the tracts of heaven. Time passed on and congelation be
gan its work and slowly formed the primitive crust into
towering heights and gloomy chasms, the internal fires
vomiting the while, new accessions to the rugged hideous
ness of the scene. The fervent heat died slowly, and the
rains bgan to fall in solid shafts from the vaults of space,
tearing down the stern heights of the granite mountains,
reducing the terrific barrenness of the wild storm of rock
into a milder grandeur, forming the first angry oceans
which washed over the new born world, and cleansing the
atmosphere of its most noxious vapors.
The drama of our day then began with the first dream
of life, and successive discoveries led on to the grandest
experiment of them all, ourselves.—Form after form was
discarded as being imperfectly adapted to the great purpose
of our Creator, until at last an animal was evolved, lithe,
powerful and beautiful in form, wonderful in its adapt
ability and economic efficiency under every and all condi
tions, perfect as a mechanical sub-conscious automaton*
and unexcelled for the sensitiveness of its senses.
On this animal the last experiment was tried; in hin.
w,as instilled like magnetism in steel, a xiortion of the elo
mental untrained force whose developed comprehension
evolved the universe. Man is thus an agent of organiza
tion; in him world histories converge for in him are the
seeds of the liberation of a myriad harmonies, whose tones
reverberating through undiscovered depths of ether form
the conditions of planet systems.
Viewing man during the brief epoch of his existence,
and realizing but little of the undercurrent of life, some
doubt the final triumph of the spirit power in man; tin?
doubter points with melancholy satisfaction at the degen
erates of our age, whose wavering minds unbolstered by
effective will power, fall lower and lower until all
semblance to man is lost in the organic decay of dissipa
tion, the pessimist points to the hells of human filth which
abound on earth and at the great army of young men who
yearly are diverted to the liadean portals by the unre
strained emissaries of these hateful enormities; the all pre
vailing treachery between man and man, the greed and
cruelty the imbecility and falsity. all of the depravity of
human nature is pointed out by the skeptic who at the
same time asks “can such discussion and evident degenera
tion ever lead to spiritual power; is not instantaneous anni
hilation the most efficient and desirable remedy for so much
evil?”
But does not the doubter fail to see that in the underly
ing mystery of the sciences there lies hidden the evidences
of a designing mind which caused the hideous jumble ofthe universal chaos to assume the glorious aspect of the

univers"e we see; does he not perceive that the failure in the
living of a life implies, by such evidencs, provisions for
another trial and yet another until the victory is achieved
and the spirit ready for its destiny in the eternal economy
of infinity.

THE HAWTHORNE LITERARY SOCIETY.
OST every one is taking a decided interest in the
Hawthorne Society and its work and since the
furnishing of the Evans Hall, several visitors
have been present at the meetings and already new names
have been added to the list of members.
A most interesting meeting of the society was held
Friday evening April 13, 1900. In the opinion of the
members, this meeting was the most successful of any that
have been held within the past two years.
The following program was rendered:
Declamation..................................................GuySheridan
Music.
Essay ..........................................Leslie Sheridan
Declamation.............................. Elmer Woodman
Extempore.................................... Martin Tucker
Music by string band.
Debate: Resolved that the colonies were justifiable in
rebelling against England. Aff. Chas. Avery, M. Jones;
Neg. Percy Rennick, Sid. Ward.
Original Story...............................Leslie E. Wood
Irregular debate: Resolved, that Hamlet was insane.
While the program was being rendered an intense inter
est was manifested. The irregular debate was especially
interesting to the students of Shakespeare, but on account
of the lateness of the hour was closed even before getting a
fair start.
The members desire to extend to the public and stud
ents a cordial invitation to attend the meetings which are
held every two weeks on Friday evening.
Prominent men of the state believe the work of literary
societies to be the most beneficial of any line of work
found in college and also believe that students should avail
themselves of the opportunity of becoming members.
Noting the added interest and increased membership we
believe we can see before us a succssful future.
ELMER F. WOODMAN. Sec.

M

The following has been received from Miss Helen MeCrac-kin a student of the class of ’99. It will doubtless
prove of interest to Kaimin readers.—Ed.
My Dear Friend:—
SCARCELY know how to begin a letter describing my
trip to Washington, for I realize that what I saw
there, in that city where so many scenes in ou>
national history have occurred, would till at least one goodsized volume. So I will not give too many details.
I arrived in the “City of Magnificent Distances”—and
truly they are magnificent in extent—about six o’clock om*
December evening. It was already dark, and as we stood
on Pennsylvania avenue waiting for a car a group of lights
which seemed to be on an elevation at the end of the
avenue were pointed out to me as those on the capitol.
When we passed a dark and dismal looking building,
rising, so high that, in the darkness I could not see the
roof, 1 was convinced that it must be some government
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building—and it was—tlie Treasury. We went through it
one day, but saw very little as the immense vaults which
contain so many millions of dollars are not opened except
on rare occasions. But we did see the presses where the
seal is stamped on the new bills, and also the destroying
machines, where all old money which is returned is ground
into a fine pulp.—I wish they would grind a little more eacl)
day, because most of the paper money we have here is so
dirty and torn that, to one accustomed to gold and silver
coin, it is unpleasant to handle. But the clerks actually
apologize when they give you a silver dollar—say that
“they are sorry, but that is all they have.”
Beyond the Treasury is the White House, or Executive
Mansion, as I believe they prefer to have it called. The
exterior is decidedly dissappointing, but the interior
especially the Blue and Bed rooms and the conservatory,
are all that I, personally, could wish. By a special favor
we were given a bouquet from these green-houses con
taining Mrs. McKinley’s favorite flowers, bride-roses and
hyacinths.
The State, War and Navy building is nearly, if not
quite, as large and impressive as the Treasury, but we did
not go through it. We did not visit these places in this
order, but as thej" were the first of “Uncle Sam’s’’ build
ings I saw, I felt they should come first.
The next morning we visited the Capitol—that is we
went through the building, but as only the Supreme Court
was in session, we did not stay long. The Chief Justice
is a very small man and as most of the Associate Justices
are larger than the average, the appearance as they
marched in was very peculiar, to say the least. And it
was amusing to see them all settle down in their large
arm chairs as if prepared to take a comfortable nap for an
hour or two.
But the Congressional Library is, I think, the crown
ing gem of all the fine buildings in Washington. I had
read descriptions of it. had seen many pictures of the
different parts, but I do not believe that anyone who has
not seen it could even in the slightest degree, imagine its
beauties. We simply took our guide-book and. followed its
directions and I think we saw everything that was to be
seen, except one room to which visitors are not admitted.
The building as a whole and in parts is—well, no words
however .extravagant, could express its grandeur. And
the very best part of it is that, with the exception of a
few statutes and some colored marbles, every bit of it is
American—paintings, statues, designs and the marble
from which all these beautiful things are made. It makes
you feel proud, to think you are an American.
We went to the National Museum and enjoyed it much
more than the Smithsonian, though the latter has such
a fine collection of birds, beasts and fishes—shells, too. and
so many cases of prehistoric Indian things, that I saw
myself in an aboriginal state in my dreams that night. In
the museum there are many interesting collections of the
personal property of the men who have made our country
what it is, and we saw-Washington’s clothes and his
dishes, the old printing press which Ben Franklin used,
the first Morse telegraph instrument. Grant’s presents from
the cities he visited on his tours around the world, and
thousands of other things which I have neither time nor
Space to mention, even if 1 could remember them all.
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for every one had said “Don’t you dare to leave Washing
ton without having gone up the Monument.” When we
finally arrived there, however, we found that, because of
some needed repairs the elevator was not running, so we
must either walk up, or wait until the next week. Well,
we walked! Up those 090 steps we plodded and finally
reached the top, but as it was a foggy day, we did not have
as fine a view as we had expected. The climb was worse
than the ascent of Mount Jumbo, because we were so be
wildered by the noise and darkness that we could scarcely
keep our wits about us enough to “climb on, climb ever.”
We went out to Arlington cemetery the day the “Maine’’
sailors were burled, I never attended a service so simple
and still so impressive. We had the opportunity of seeing
there many men in public life, and I felt that I was well
repaid for the inconvenience of standing in the snow for
two hours, when I saw the President, Admiral Dewey,
General Miles, most of the Cabinet members, Captain Sigsbee, Lieutenant Wainwright and Captain Chadwick of the
“Maine.” There were detachments of cavalry from Fort
Meyer, and of marines, with the famous Marie Band,
from the Navy Yard and the scene was well worthy the
brush of a painter with the brilliant uniforms against a
back-ground of black, the dull gray sky above and the
white snow beneath.
On our way back to town we passed the house in George
town where Francis Scott Key lived, and I also saw the
place where Poe resided when “The Raven” was written,
and of course we viewed, from a respetful distance, the
houses of the different legations and of many people well
known throughout the country.
There is one tiling about Washington which impressed
me greatly, and that was its street car system. There are
two different car lines, and by one or the other you can go
almost any place you want, and if the first car you take
does not pass near your destination you can have a transfer
—and all for five cents!
Of our visit to the Navy Yard, where we saw the sub
marine boat “Holland” and tlie President’s yaclit “The
Sylph” of the Lincoln memorial museum, of the Fisheries
and Census buildings, I have not space to speak, but I must
tell you that at the Zoological Gardens we saw some
buffalo which came from Montana, from Mr. Allard’s herd,
and we wsilied we were back in Missoula again.
Sincerely your friend,
H. McO.
THE RELATION OF FREEDOM TO ANARCHY.
-n REEDOM is the right of all men, but a wrong con^ eeption of its principles, nullifies the advantages ot
its possession; if the principles of freedom fought
for in the American Revolution are construed on any but
a moral and therefore mental basis, their existence in any.
land are blights worse than the bigoted “dictates of a
Spanish inquisition, worse than the rigid fetters of a
despotic government.
For if the principle “that taxation without representa
tion is tyranny” is interpreted to mean, that taxation is
tyranny; liberty becomes chaos; if the axiom “that all
men are created equal” Implies, that all men are horn with
rights to equal property, liberty becomes insanity; and if
that essential principle of free government “that the chief

F
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of a nation desires liis just powers from the consent of the
governed is construed to import, that all government is an
infringement on the rights of the governed; liberty becomes
anarchy.
So while men may be free to create a government,
which would insure the greatest happiness to the greatest
number, yet if the opinions of the base and unintelligent,
prevail, there will ensue a sensual freedom, which will
merely represent the unembarrassed action of the animal,
a state of existence which the restless minds and active
passions of distorted manhood would soon convert into an
earthly inferno, a condition of things where the traditions
of civilization are swept away and with them the beautiful
teachings of Religion, whose ennobling influences if per
mitted to expand would have unerringly pointed the way
to perfect freedom.
With such losses, this laxity of all social bonds would
terminate in the unbounded exercise of man’s basest con
ceptions, which would inevitably be checked by the recrea
tion of the arbitrary power, of which this license is usually
the equal reaction. But the lesson once learnt; that license
is not happiness, the people would seek the mean of these
extremes of the loosness and rigidity of social bonds, and
finally arrive at the goal of their efforts, over the often trod,
yet ever rough road of experience; and at length recognize
that the freedom best adapted to his imperfect nature, is
that which gives illimitable rein to the noble impulses ot
man, but puts the harshest restraint on their evil inclinings; when convinced of this truth the united people are led
unconsciously into moral and mental paths which wind up
ward and ever onward to the plane from which Adam fell;
onward ever to the far off vista of God’s great intentiou
realized.
But the American patriots were not;compelled to travel
that wearisome way to the point where Freedom expands
into moral enlightenment, for they were the children of
men ennobled during their persistent struggles for political
rights through seven hundred years of oppression and
despoliation extending from the time of William the
Conqueror to George I., and who in their aspirations be
came more intelligent as they gained gradual encrements
of power, and more self-restraining as they met with re
verses, and thus became fitted to usher in the generation
whose manly force was to triumph in the American Revo
lution and to force ajar the gates of Parliament in England,
so that the laborer might enter and his voice be heard.
And so when the time had come for the people o*
America to strike for Liberty they were mentally and
physically prepared for self government, and the sub
merged majority stood on the stage of the world, on a level
with those who had assumed dominion over them, with
faculties of mind and body not alone unimpaired but
strengthened by the experience undergone.
But France, was not so happy in its possession of Free
dom. for its people were degraded by centuries of helpless
servitude centuries of bestial living and moral grovellings.
and when at last unparalleled starvation bred the despera
tion which tore the despots hands from the fair lands ot
France, Freedom absorbed the hue of the red hand of
crime and assumed the monstrous visage of a demon prin
cess inciting her devotees to actions wilder and wilder and
more terrible, urging them to crucify their better natures
on the grave of Reason.

The French Revolution was an overwhelming outburst
of confined natural longings for conditions of life which
they instinctively felt was normal to their nature, an ex
plosion of natural forces cooped up for centuries by
monstrous artificial bonds and made so terrible in its
effects because of the strength of these bonds; the uprising
crossed the bounds of reason but it fertilized France for
future progress.
When the strong hand of Napoleon halted this rising
flood of the amalgamation of human vice, misery, and
despair, he became the instrument of Providence, which
was to turn these monsters into the path which should lead
to the regeneration of their race.
But decades must pass before the healthful balance of
mind, could return, and they could comprehend freedom,
as something higher than the infinite loosening of weari
some governmental bonds.
The French and American revolutions may be looked
upon, as the two great experiments of the modern, world
which have distinctly indicated the meaning and attributes
of Liberty; the results proved that Liberty was of nature,
and being natural was the synonym of perfect law, and
supreme order, it was proved, inferentially, that perfect
freedom is impracticable to weak humanity, and cannot
exist until the mind has entirely subjugated the animalism
of the body; that freedom as we know it to t}e stable, must
be founded on arbitrary principles of government which
predicate that the legal ravages of wealth must be pro
tected, that those who Starve must be restrained from pos
sessing the crust they cannot earn, that the laborer must
depend for justice' on the incorruptibility of a somt times
tempted judge; that the wages of a citizen may become so
low as to force him and his children into depths of mental
and physical degeneration. Such things must be until the
moral and intellectual evolution of man annihilates his
greed and solves all social problems. The patriots of ’70
French Revolutionists to equalize them, an impossibility
in this age of the world’s history as it was when Christ
said “the poor ye have always with ye.”
WE ARE SEVEN.
I met a little ’Varsity girl, she was twenty years old she
said;
Iler hair was straight and never a curl did cluster ’round
her head
She had a wise and worldly air and in college garb was
clad
Her eyes were keen and very keen, her cold glare drove
me mad
"Mow many seniors, little maid, how many may. you
be?”
“How many? Seven in all” she said and coldly looked
at me. '
‘And where are they? pray you tell.” She answered
seven are we;
]<our of us across the river dwell, opposite the other
three.”
C. II. C.

THE KAIMIN

AMBITION.
MBITiON of some sort animates every human
breast. It is the part of the wise to strive rallier
to give our ambitions the right trend than to in
crease them.
Ambition to perfect one's self is noble; ambition for
mere self display, is base.
The right kind of ambition is nothing less than the
energy which moves us on to development, it is the “spark
in the clod” which impels us upward. The wrong ambition
is that diseased craving that keeps us groping for those
things we shall not reach, or for those things, that when
reached, become dust in our hands.
True ambition cannot fail in its purpose, for it there
is no such thing as fortune.
Ill-luck is ever overthrowing the objects of a false am
bition, and disappointment meets it on all sides.
One ambition is ever helping us to be, the other to
seem; the one is ever building up, the other ever sacrificing
the inner for the outer; the one results in a perfected char
acter, the other, in a guilded sepulchre.
The higher ambition is sweet and wholesome, it pivpares us to welcome and appreciate virtue anil wisdom
■wherever we see them; the lower ambition is a brother
to malice and makes us incapable of admiring virtues ami
accomplishments other than the few we possess.
The true ambition fits us for the loftiest and noblest
friendships; the false ambition so fills our hearts with
jealousy, self, and pride that there is no room for love.
lie possessing the true ambition is self-satisfied and
complacent if his achievements in this direction or that are
not so great as another, yet he realizes that his character
foundation .is sound, his mind incorrupt, and ever here
and there virtues and original powers are forthcoming; as
flowers that are peculiar to one dime, he is fulfilling his
destiny.
The man with a false ambition is ever suffering in
ward humiliation, though his tower be high, he knows it is
hollow. He is like the one who became so anxious tlnr.
his tree should appear greater than his neighbor's that he
cut off some of the roots and tied them on the branches
until he found that his tree was dying.
It is usually necessary that we undergo some humilia
tion before we accept the right kind of ambition, but when
we at last accept that ambition which Christ teaches, its
law brings us that “peace which possesseth understand
ing.”
ESTELLE BOVICE.

■

ATHLETICS AMONG THE COLLEGES.
(The Sporting Gentleman’s Newspaper).
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
HE University of Pennsylvania Athletic Association
h a s completed arrangements for sending^its track
team abroad this summer. The team will leave
America on .Tune 20 on the New York. The first games
in which the Quaker team will compete, are the English
championships, which take place in London on July 7.
After these games the Pennsylvanians will go direct to
Pans to take part in the Olympic games at the Paris Ex
position. In order to keep the men from geting stale on
the trip across the ocean the trainer will give them light

■
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practice on the deck of the ship early In the morning.
Secretary Herbert of the London Athletic Club lias written
to the Pennsylvania authorities that the Quaker track
athletes will be made honorary members of the club dur»
iug their stay in England and will have the use of the
club’s Stamford Bridge grounds. Ill the English champ
ionships the Pennsylvania ns will meet all the best athletes
from the universities of England, Ireland, Scotland and
Wales, together with the best amateurs of Great Britain
and Australia. There are fully 150 men in training this
year, and Mr, Murphy says that he will have a better team
than he had last year. Six of the men who are practically
sure of going are Captain Kraenzlein, J. C. McCracken, A.
Grant, I. K. Baxter, T. T. Hare and T. B. McClain. There
will be ten men on the team, and the remaining four will
be chosen after the intercollegiate games In May, and will
probably be made up of middle distance runners, of whom
Pennsylvania has a good supply this year.
UNIVERSITY OF. CHICAGO.
Athletic circles at the University of Chicago are stirred
over a proposition which will come up for discussion at the
next meeting of the university congregation, on April 3.
regarding the undesirability of the present increasing inter
est in athletics in the University.
A large number of the professors believe the students
are paying too much attention to athletics, and too much
time and money are being expended in the cultivation of
bodily powers to the detriment of the intellectual. The op
posing faction in the congregation, led by Prof. Buck, a
member of the athletic board, maintains that the ad
vantages of athletics in the university far outweigh the
evils that arise from this source. He urges that athletic
training develops courage, quickness of decision and en
durance. and sometimes brings out the best traits of men
who are not susceptible to other influences; that a vigorous
college spirit is almost dependent on the existence of
athletics, and that the evils, which are specific, can bo
largely eliminated by determined effort. The debate on
the question will doubtless be warm, as both factious are
determined upon the adoption of their views.
YALE.
Experiments in physical training have recently been
made at Yale upon scores of athletes and students in gym
nastic training. New problems in the development of the
body have been taken up, and important conclusions have
been reached relative to the relation of mental and physical
energy. The Yale gymnastic leaders have long since de
parted from the fallacy that the muscular system is the
only or, indeed, the principal element in the human
mechanism which is benefited by gymnastics. Their ex
periments have established the fact that the chief benefit
of physical training is to be found in the central nervous
i system—the brain, the spinal cord and main branches. The
■best results of gymnastic training are to be found, not in
the establishment of the physique, but in the establishment
of a sound physical basis for mental effort. The latest ex
periments conducted at Yale differ from their immediate
predecessors in. that they were not aimed so directly at
showing the effect of gymnastics and athletics on the brain
and nervous system as to ascertain the effects of the various
in and out-of-door sports on the strength of certain sets of
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muscles. For instance, the question, how will the power
to perform the old-fashioned strength-test of “chinning the
bar,” that is, pulling uf) the body on the horizontal bar, be
affected by work in rowing, baseball, floor gymnastics, or
general physical training, has been asked me. Dr. Ander
son selected a total of 208 men for his tests. As it would
be obviously unfair to select athletes who had been in
training in their various kinds of athletic work for years,
he chose, in every case, Freshmen, who, of course, had
some previous experience, but not a great deal. Two
measurements were taken, the first when they began work
for their regular gymnastic or athletic events in October,
the second in March, after they had had, roughly speaking,
six months’ drill in their events. The tables show that the
baseball candidates were the only athletes to lose strength
during their six months’ training. The track athletes and
regular class gymnastic workers gained strength the most
rapidly. In the cases of the crew it is not noticeable, that
they gained largely in their ability to “pull” but only a
little in their figures for “pushing.”—Dr. Wm. G. Anderson.
Director.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.
Captain Bascom Johnson of the Yale track team lias
received word from the University of California agreeing
to Yale’s proposition that the list of events in the YaleCalifornia dual track games be the same as in the ValeHarvard dual gardes, with the exception of the two-mile
run. This will be omitted. Twelve events 'will be held,
the list being as follows: 100, 220, 440, and 880 yard
dashes and mile run; 10 and 220 yards hurdles, broad and
high jumps, pole vault, sliotput and hammer throw. It
has been decided only firsts and seconds shall count in tinaward of the dual championship, first counting three and
second one point. The games will be held on Yale Field
May 5. The interest in these collegiate contests between
the extreme West and the East is increasing yearly, and
promise to become of national importance in sporting
circles.- The University of California has much in its favor
as to climate. The various teams can work out of doors
at all seasons, wdiick discounts indoor practice.

to form a nucleus for a good football team next fall, and
the outlook is by no means discouraging.
EXCHANGE.
Lives of great men all remind us,
We are of a different kind;
And departing, leave behind us
Tracks an Indian could n’t find.
Prof, (giving the senior a “boost”)—“Do you know vvliat
that term is which conveys the idea of reading between
the lines?
Senior—(smiling retrospectively)—“Yes, sir; interlinear!”
—Ex.
He sallied out one pleasant eve
To call on the fair young miss—
And when he reached her residence,
this
like
steps
the
up
Ran
Her papa met him at the door,
He did not see the miss—
He’ll not go there any more.
For
eq
went
UAVOp

-Ex.

like
sun

“Twinkle, Twinkle, Uncle Sam,
How I wonder what you am!
Stretching out your boundary lines.
Clear into the Philippines.
When the grass with Dewey’s wet,
How you make those Spaniards get!”
—Ex.

Williamson Pell, captain of the Tiger football team of the
coming season, after consultation with Princeton’s athlet’c
advisers, has given out the positive statement that the
spring practice will be confined to light work only, such as
catching punts, passing, running through formations and
cross-country running. At no time have the plans recently
decided upon by Yale and Harvard been seriously con
sidered^ but the outcome of this innovation will be watched
here with much interest. Should it prove successful, there
is every reason to believe that the spring of 1901. will find
the Tigers following the same plan. The course to be fol
lowed here will be to have the candidates for next fall's
team come out after Easter and three days each week will
be given to instructing the men in such elementary points
as will be of great advantage next September. In thib
work Captain Pell will be assisted by ex-Captains Ed
wards. Booth, Palmer, *Poe, Wheeler. Reiter and probably
Ilillebrand, all members of the ’99 team. The time of exCaptain Hillebrand will-be demanded largely by the baseball team, of which he is captain this year. There still
remains a sufficient number of members of last year’s team

Wliat’s the use to cry and worry
Over what you can’t control?
Wliat’s the use of being sorry
About everything? Let your soul
Rise on its pinions into lofty
Skies of hope. Let the “Other
Fellow7” worry, for the oft re
peated sigh only tends to bother.
—Ex.
“The Student Life” is one of our most welcome ex
| changes. Genuine amusement as well as useful informa
i tion can be obtained from it,
—Ex.
The usual good story appeared in the last “Chronicle,”
! but the remaining contents were rather disappointing.
|
.
“The Tiger” is not exempt from having troubles of its
own. Owing to financial difficulties it will now appear
every two weeks* instead of weekly.
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SENIORS AHOY.
Ye Seniors who are filled to overflowing with new ideas
and who are bent upon writing thesis that will set the
world on lire will do well to remember this little poem and
follow its advice while the masterpiece that will win your
B. A. is under preparation:
If you’ve got a thought that’s happy,
Boil it down—
Make it short and crisp ami snappy,
Boil it down.
When your brain its coin has minted,
Down the page your pen has sprinted,
If you want your effort printed.
Boil it down.

Sitting there laughing, swinging our feet,
Our bliss was doomed to be short and sweet.
The cursed limb broke as I grabbed for a kiss,
And we fell

CP
•spn mat

—Ex.

Quoth the Prof.—“A fool can ask questions which a
wise man cannot answer.”
Quoth the student—“I suppose that’s the reason why so
many of us flunk sir.”—Ex.

Take out every surplus letter—
Boil it down;
Fewer syllables the better—
Boil it down.
Make your meaning plain—express it
So we’ll know, not merely guess it.
Then, my friend, ere you address it,
Boil it down.

Hush, little Freshmen,
Don’t you cry;
You will be Sophomores
Bye-a d-bye.—Ex.
11

Boil out all the extra trimmings—
Boil it down:
Skim it well, then skim the trimmings,
Boil It down.
When your’re sure ’twould be a sin to
Cut another sentence into,
Send it on. and we’ll begin to

The lives of football men remind us
That they write their names in blood,
And, departing, leave behind them
Half their faces in the mud.

NIL DESPEKANDI M.
I asked a maid in fair Bordeaux
To marry me. I love her seaux.
Ah, me! it was a crushing bleaux
When she replied: “You booby, neaux.”
So then I journeyed to Cologne
To wed a girl I long had knogne;
When I got there my bird had Hogue,
And I, alas, am still alogne!

—Ex.

Teacher to the new pupil:—“How did you get here?*’
Pupil—“I came by freight. I stutter so, they were
afraid I couldn’t express myself.”—Ex.

So now I linger in Marseilles,
With a cheerfulness that never fellies
Hoping that soon some favoring geille$
Will put new wind into my seilles.—Tech.
Brutus—“Hello, Caesar, how many eggs did you have
for breakfast this morning?”
Caesar—“Et, tu, Brute.”—Hardin Mirror.

We wonder why the “Exponent” appears weakly.
I found her in the apple tree,
Swinging, singing merrily.
She was indeed a charming miss.
Perched
in
the
apple
tree
like

this

She wouldn’t come down, so nothing prevented
My going up, since she consenied.
Did I enjoy it? Truly ’twas bliss
Perched
like this,
in
the
apple
tree

We hear of horseless carriages.
Propelled by unseen force;
Also of loveless marriages,
Which generate divorce.
We hear of wireless telegrams.
A wonder of our day;
But ’twixt them armless courtships
Will never come to stay.—Ex.
Here’s to the man with the energy
Who fights on. blow on blow.
The man with a world of winning smash
And the grit that makes it go.—Ex.
Why don’t everyone pay the subscription
That they know is long past due?
And why don’t they send in some items.
So we could print something new?

—Ex.
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A good girl to have—Sal Vation.
A disagreeable girl—Annie Mosity.
A fighting girl—llittie Maginne.
A sweet girl—Carrie Mel.
One of the best girls—Ella Gant.
A lively girl—Annie Mation.
A big girl—Ella Phant.
A warlike girl—Millie Tary.
A geometrical girl—Pollie Gon.
And the best girl of all—Ure Own.

Sidney Walker of the senior class has been quite ill
with neuralgia.
The Montana Presbytery visited the university and
special convocation was held in their honor. Regulator
Clelland of Anaconda and Rev. Eike J. Groenveld of Butte
favored the students with a talk.
Miss Kathryn Wilson made a short visit in Helena
last week.

We are pleased to acknowledge the receipt of “The
Oeorgetonian” and “The Harvard Magazine.”
When “The Quill” arrives we always turn first to the
column headed “Literary,” because we know we will find
something good.
Chins that require no shaving.—Urchins.
—Ex.
“Why Ruth, what sticky hair,
I’ll have to send you home.”
“Oh, teacher, did you really care?
I used a honey-comb.”
—Yale Record.
President Eliot of Harvard told the following story at
an alumni dinner some time ago: “I cannot-acknowledge
that as the years go by I am growing old. I have evidence
to the contrary. When I was proctor at Cambridge, a few
years after my graduation, I learned that the students
spoke of me habitually as “Old Eliot.” A few nights ago. I
on the other hand, I met a group of students in the street,
and when I passed them I heard one say to the others *1 I
wonder where Charlie has been so late.”—Providence
Journal.
LOCALS.
There is quite an epidemic of spring fever among the
students this month.
Watch for the Commencement number of “The
Kaimin.”
Harold Blake, formerly a student in the U. of M. lias
accepted a position in the Missoula office of the N. P. R. R.
The Young Ladies Whist Club held its regular meeting
at the home of Miss Cronkrite, Miss Mills carrying off the
prize of the evening.
Mr. John Rankin has moved his family to the ranch up
Grant Creek for the summer.
The wind played havoc with the back nets in the tennis
courts last week. The only one remaining intact was the
court by the bicycle track and its waving outlines barely
withstood the hurricane.

Tennis still continues the rage.
There are thirteen sprays on the grass plot in front of
the main building. What is going to happen?
Mr. Brown of the Unitarian church in Helena will de
liver the Baccalaureate sermon.
Who broke the handles of the hammers to be used on
field day?
Secure several copies of our Commencement number to
send to your friends.
The piano in the assembly hall has been moved from
the rostrum to the center aisle and then, in connection with
the double quartette is trying to break the ear drums of
the collegiates.
The term’s recital of the school of music was held in
the assembly hall Thursday eveniug April 19. One of
the most pleasing features of the entertainment was the
selection by the university quartette composed of Messrs
Matey, Woods, Woodman and Stewart.
Save your money to buy extra copies of the elaborate
Commencement number.
“Cyclone” Davis and Secretary of State Hogan visited
the university during their sojourn in Missoula.
The thesis have to be in for inspection the 25tli of
May.
Josie Heyfron sister of Gilbert Heyfron of the prepara tory department died April 17 of pneumonia. De
ceased was a member of the senior class of the high school
and a very sweet and lovable girl, admired and respected
by all who knew her. The family have our sincerest sym
pathy in their sad bereavement.
The judges of the oratorical contest are as follows:
On thought and composition. Judge McConnell of Helena,
Supt. Stapleton, of Anaconda, and Supt. Largent of Great
Palls. On delivery, Gov. R. B. Smith. Supt. Cnrleton, and
.T. A. McKay of Hamilton.
Miss Sophie Evans, the stenographer in the President's
office, has gone to Hamilton to nurse her mother who
recently fractured her limb.
Don’t forget the commencement number.
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Elmer Woodman was called to Helena on the 25th on
account of the death of his grandfather, B. F. Woodman of
that city.
Mrs. William Dickinson, mother of Will Dickinson, of
the preparatory department has been quite ill with
pneumonia but is rapidly recovering.
Rev. McGregor of the Baptist church of Stevcnsville,
father of Grant McGregor ’01, died at his home on Madison
St., Saturday April 21, of spotted fever. The “Kaimin”
extends its deepest sympathy to Mr. McGregor in his sad
loss.
■_
_____
The state oratorical contest will take place in Couvocation hall Friday, May 4th, at 8:30 p. m. This is the lirst
meeting of the association and it is hoped a large number
will be present. The contestants will be D. Heckler of
the University, Howard Thompson of the Agricultural
college, and R.. C. Smith of the Montana Wesleyan. The
delegates to the meeting are, Walter Collins, Bozeman and
Charlie Avery, Missoula. The name of the delegate from
Helena who* is also Vice-President of the league has not
yet been sent in.
The many friends of Miss Lois Newport will be grieved
to learn of her serious illness at her home in Bonner.
There are “twenty odd students” in the college algebra
class. Query—In what do their peculiarities consist?
The May and June numbers of the “Kaimin” will be
consolidated into a double issue, which will be called the
commencement number, and by means of special contribu
tions and illustrations will be made as attractive as pos
sible.
___________
I know a tune, a little tune, a tune just nine years old,
With words so full of eloquence, that it would turn yon
cold,
But for fear of showers of brickbats large, I dare not be
so bold
As to mention the name of that sweet song, so it will not
now be told.
The faculty is busy getting out our new spring
catalogue.
The social dancing club gave its last hop Friday April
20. A large crowd was in attendance and an enjoyable
t{me is reported.
The engagement of Miss Elizabeth Buckley, daughter
of Dr. J. J. Buckley to Prof. Frederick Menger of Bryn
Mawr has been announced.
Some friends of Miss Lu Knowles gave her a surprise
party on her birthday April 7. Many were the elegant and
costly gifts with which she was presented and great was
the joy on the occasion after partaking of a palatable
chafing-dish lunch. The guests departed leaving their
hostess with regrets that birthdays come but once a year.
Those present were Misses Elsie Rheinard, Josephine
ITatheway, Caroline Cronkrite, Messrs Sid Ward, Wilbur
Gatlin, Ward Peppard, Fred Crain and Ben Stewart.
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Misses Flo Woody, Anna and Emily Marshal have re
turned from a long visit in Washington D. C., and other
eastern cities. While east they saw Miss McCrackin and
Miss Boos, both former students of the U. of M.
We are flattered to hear that the students of the
Agricultural College look forward to the coming of The
“Kaimin” and we are sorry we have to keep them waiting
so often.
Missoula is said to have been the first this spring to
have trees in bloom.
Tom Bird, of Anaconda was a visitor at the university
last week.
The Clarkia literary society held its annual, April 6th
at which the following programme was rendered. An inter
esting number was the “Grumbler” by Miss Margaret
Ronan. The paper was very bright and witty and well
written:
Music.
Invocation.
Music.
President’s Address ..........................Miss Wilson
Recitation—“Her Last Moment”. .Miss Grace Buker
Essay—“The Other Side”................... Miss Ronan
Original Story...............................Miss Cronkrite
*
Music.
Oration—“The Government’s Treatment of the Indians”
......................................... Miss Lu Knowles
Grumbler........................... Miss Margaret Ronan
Literary Chat......................................Miss Lewis
Music.
Benediction.
THE BLOSSOMS ON THE TREES.
Blossoms crimson, white, or blue,
Purple, pink and every hue,
From sunny skies to tintings drowned
In dusky drops of dew,
I praise you all, wherever found.
And love you through and through-— ,
But blossoms on the trees,
With your breath upon the breeze.
There’s nothing all the world around
That’s half as sweet tus you!
Could the rhymer only wring
All the sweetness to the lees
Of all the kisses clustering
In juicy used-to-be’s,
To dip his rhymes therein and sing
The blossoms on the trees—
“O’ blossoms on the trees,”
He would twitter, trill and coo,
“However sweet, such songs as these
Are not as sweet, as you;
For you are blooming melodies
The eyes may listen to!”
James Whitcomb Riley.
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